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Bonjour,
Just getting ready to take off again. I am really looking forward to late French
summer after the wintery shock of the wet wilds of Warrandyte.
I wanted to share some of this year’s travel adventures, so far.
In May this year I took a walking tour, which I just loved. It was a mix of
landscapes from the mountains of the Chartreuse, where we walked to the top of
le Petit Som, to discover the orchids and wildflowers peaking out of the melting
snow. We then explored the hills and valleys of the Luberon, walking through
vineyards, and gorges, to ancient Roman fortresses on the top of rocky peaks.
Our third stay was on the Meditterranean where we walked the Calanques and
swam and the slightly coolish, but ever so pure turquoise water in the limestone
bays, and then finally back towards Gap to follow Napoleon’s path through the
mountains. We had a great group, some walks were challenging, others were
easy, and I believe there was something for everyone. I will be repeating this tour
in early June next year.
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In June we went to the Camargue, from Avignon, following the Romans along
the Rhone River to Aigues Mortes and the wetlands. We then journeyed west
towards the Spanish border, spending time in beautiful Collioure and then into
Spain to discover Dali. We drove over the mountains, through the valleys of
vineyards and climbed to the top of Cathar fortresses to Carcassonne. There
were lots of special moments and places.

The third tour was focused on pottery while making the most of the summer
music concerts. We visited my wonderful potter friends in their studios, taking
part in workshops with Jean Marc Plantier, Yves Gaget, Maryse Tavernier and
visiting many others for demonstrations – all with long lunches under the trees
and chilled wine. We started in Lyon, went south through Provence and ended in
Paris for the annual potters market at St Sulpice. Our music varied from the
locals at Dieulefit for the Fete de la Musique, Jazz at Vienne, une chanteuse
Quebecoise at le Facteur Cheval and the Opera in Paris!

Now I am heading back to France to take my fourth tour for the year, starting in
Bordeaux, and we all know what that is famous for. I think Bordeaux is one of the
most livable cities in France. It is big enough to have a lively cultural centre, full
of galleries, museums, music and wonderful restaurants while being small
enough to be able walk to everything. It has a great tram system, gardens and the
waterfront along the Gironde is magnificent, particularly lit up in the evening.
From Bordeaux we spend time in the Dordogne, staying in beautiful chambre
d’hotes with swimming pools. We will need them as it has been over 30o for the
past week and looks like continuing while we are there. However most of our
time will be spent exploring the chateaux, taking a boat on the Dordogne River
and of course a visit to the Lascaux Cave.
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The final tour will be beautiful Brittany. It has become one of my favourite
regions of France, perhaps because we can find some isolated beaches and
extraordinary rock formations that are so old, yet you feel you are the first
people to discover them. I am looking forward to catching up with our hosts in
our chambre d’hotes who have always been so hospitable and helpful. I am just a
bit excited to visit the Fondation Leclerc again this year. Each year they focus on
one major artist. They hold a retrospective of such depth and interest as the
exhibition shows work gathered from major galleries and private collections.
Last year was Giaccometti, before was Dubuffet and the year before Miro. This
year it is Chagall. Especially exciting as in June I took our group to the Carrieres
de Lumieres at Les Baux de Provence, a most extraordinary sound and light
video presentation on the quarry walls of Chagall’s work.
Our group to Brittany this year will be bunch of keen photographers; any
suggestions for a collective noun for photographers are welcome.
I know they will be in their element. The landscapes seascapes, colours,
characters and personality of the region will be captured by us all. Stay tuned as
we are planning an exhibition of the best of the photos in November in
Melbourne.
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After the tours I will be taking a week to explore Corsica. Yes it is on my bucket
list. I went to Corsica when I was 21, hitch hiked around the island with a friend
– don’t tell the kids! We had so many adventures both good and bad, particularly
as we found ourselves in a car with members of the Corsican Separist army. So
naïve, so young.
This time I will have my own car and will be looking at Corsica to find the best
beaches, mountain passes, exploring its history with a view to taking a group
there in the future.
Next year offers many new experiences. A completely different tour to start the
year – Zeste French Tours goes to Italy! Pontormo’s Florence. With Jonah Jones,
an expert on Pontormo’s life and work, we will explore Florence staying in the
city centre and walking to the many galleries churches and other 17th century
buildings where we will find his work. This will be a unique tour with a focus on
post renaissance art and all that surrounded it at the time.

In the beginning of June I will repeat the walking tour that I took earlier this year.
The third tour is a private tour to Brittany for a special birthday and the
birthday girl’s friends. What fun that will be.
The fourth tour will also be to Brittany, with a mix of interests from art,
photography, food and wine, and especially in Brittany, seafood, crepes and
cider. There will be unspoilt beaches, boats and history.
The last tour for 2017 will be travelling through the Loire Valley – the Valley of
the Kings. The Loire Valley is synonymous with magnificent chateaux and

gardens. It was the time of Francois 1, his chateaux and hunting lodges and his
patronage of the arts, particularly Leonardo di Vinci. But there are also the
troglodyte caves; magnificent wines [stored in the troglodyte cave cellars]
wonderful food and restaurants. We will also visit artists and their studios and
some fine galleries and a garden festival.

Save the Date:
Sunday 13 November, 2-4 pm. A photography exhibition in
Warrandyte at the café “Now and not Yet” in Yarra St, of photos from
this year’s Brittany trip. Wine and cheese.
Wednesday 24 November, 5.30-7pm: A talk about Pontormo’s
Florence at the University Café, Lygon St, Carlton. Wine and cheese,
with Jonah Jones.
Sunday 3 December, 5-9pm. The annual ‘Plonk and Petanque’
picnic on the riverbank at Stiggants Reserve Warrandyte. BYO.

All welcome
For information and RSVP:
Jane Annois: jane@zestefrenchtours.com 0422942216

For itineraries and more details:
www.zestefrenchtours.com

